PATCH CLAMPING

OEM instrument design
offers automated patch
clamping solution
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The Q-Patch offers the accuracy of manual patch clamping with increased throughput and reproducibility
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dyes have a much higher throughput,
but suffer from low sensitivity and
accuracy. With such obstacles to
overcome, it made sense to design an
automated solution.”
In 2004, the company launched QPatch®
– a fully automated patch clamping
system – into the market. Göran
Mattsson, global product manager for
QPatch, said: “The whole assay process
is handled by the instrument, from cells
to compounds to consumables. The user
simply presses ‘Start’ and the
experiment runs for up to five hours.
This unattended operation is an essential
requirement of many pharma
companies, who also demand high
quality standards and reproducibility.
Three quarters of the top 20 pharma
companies worldwide are now using a
QPatch – or other Sophion products –
for drug discovery and safety testing,
and it has become the benchmark for

The Xantus can switch between multichannel and single channel pipetting

cardiac safety.”
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accuracy of manual patch clamping
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with the high throughput of alternative
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two days, and the assay process does
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not require expert oversight. One

upgrade the system when a customer

person can prepare the cells, another

requires increased throughput.”

can start the process, and someone else
can analyze the results. The built-in

“It’s been great to work with Sias’

security is also an added benefit; the

in-house engineering team and we

QPatch connects to an Oracle database,

collaborated quite closely to develop

which logs all data and is FDA 21 CFR

the QPatch. Not only did they help with

Part 11 compliant. The data cannot be

the integration of the Xantus robot,

deleted or overwritten, providing
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reassurance to pharma companies that

oxide coating for the pipette probes to

they can trust the data recorded

help prevent compounds sticking to

anywhere in the world.”

them. Sias set the bar for customer

Partnering with
Tecan allows us
to deliver the
complete service
package, not just
a high quality
instrument.

service support by providing valuable
Jørgen Due, head of service, continued:

training to our engineers, and this

“Patch clamping requires the utmost

standard has continued under Tecan. In

precision and accuracy, and is extremely

the future, if we are bringing another

sensitive to electrical noise given the

product to market, then I’m sure our

tiny currents we are measuring. When

strong relationship is set to continue.

designing the QPatch, we looked at

Partnering with Tecan allows us to

what OEM liquid handling solutions were

deliver the complete service package,

available on the market, and we came

not just a high quality instrument,”

across the Sias® Xantus® robotic

Jørgen concluded.

pipetting platform from Tecan. The
Xantus fulfilled our specific needs, and

All Tecan products mentioned are for research

we appreciated its self-contained

use only. Not for use in clinical diagnostics.

To find out more about partnering
with Tecan, visit
www.tecan.com/partnering
To learn more about Sophion
Bioscience, visit
www.sophion.com
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